Final Grading Policy
Question 2 and 4.

2.

Part a) 10 Points
Wrong expression for LD = -4
Minor mistake = -2
Important Labeling missing = -4
Wrong picture, correct expression on the side = -4

Part b) 15 points
Missing one valid line from the table = -5 per line missing
Expression not minimized = -2 if 1 exp. Not minimized
-3 if > 1 not minimized

Wrong expression for LD, or I’s but correct table = -3 per expression
Wrongly done table OR wrongly written expressions = -6
Both wrongly done table and wrongly done expressions = -12
Expressions grossly not minimized = -5

4.

Part a) 12 points. 6 for the table, 6 for diagram
Missing or wrong element in table = -2
Missing or wrong element in the picture = -2

Part b) 13 points. 6 for state diagram, 7 for state schematic diagram.
Minor mistake = -1 per mistake
Major mistake or two minor mistakes of same kind = -2 or -3.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Some subjectivity resulting in deviation from the above policy is expected.